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One of my favorite film events every year is the opening night screen dance shorts of Dance

Camera West (DCW). This year marked DCW’s 16th Annual Dance Film Festival, and it did not
disappoint. Having worked with DCW for almost 7 of its years and continuing my own research
watching hundreds if not thousands of dance films, I have witnessed the evolution of screen dance
as a viable international form, wordlessly crossing borders to unite people of all socio-economic
and ethnic/cultural backgrounds, not to mention both commercial and concert dance forms. And as
I’ve mentioned previously, one genre of dance film I’ve seen become more and more prevalent is
that of a single dance and/or dancer whose continuous movement evolves seamlessly while only
the locations change.

[alert type=alert-white ]Please consider making a tax-deductible donation now so we can keep
publishing strong creative voices.[/alert]

Such is the case with Move On, an absolutely stunning short that begins with a man, dancer
Aiichiro Miyagawa, seated on a New York subway car seemingly lost in thought.

In the next edit we see him standing under the Manhattan Bridge in the snow, a gorgeous shot that
sets up scale and reminds us of the architectural beauty and awe that bridges can inspire.

He soon embarks on an incredibly moving and expressive piece of choreography that traverses
locations that range between Dumbo, NYC streets and alley ways, tunnels, store fronts, grocery
store isles and more.  And the man’s character is noticeably confused by his ability to jump
through time and space.

But one of the things that sets Move On apart from other dance films of this ilk is the stunning and
seamless precision in editing that merges locations and shots, with the camera altering its POV
between wide, medium, and close up rather than stay in one locked down position. And of course
it’s especially in close ups that we register the marriage of the man’s movement with the emotion
indicated on his face.

With a simple, beautiful, and evocative score by Moto Fukushima, cinematography by Tetsuya
Arimori, direction by Yasuaki Fujinami and Kenji Yamagata, and production by Yz Films, Move
On is, in my opinion, a dance short not to be missed. The elegance of the dancer and
choreography, all upper body and arms, is innately emotional and much after my own heart.  I can
watch this one over and over again.

https://culturaldaily.com/
https://culturaldaily.com/move-on/
https://nextecho.org/donate/
https://nextecho.org/donate/
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Please enjoy.

https://youtu.be/H3dMoQTFYOw
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